Place of visit: Adruta child home (mendhasala)

Date/time: 14.05.19 / 9.30 AM

1. No of children residing currently in the visited home?
A: 80-90

2. Condition of the children.
A. All are doing good

3. Fooding and Schooling status
A: Stable food source and schools are closed for summer vacation

4. Structural damages after cyclone 'FANI'
A: All window panes were destroyed

The boundary wall is down

Solar panels are destroyed

Generator was damaged and would be repaired

The overhead syntex water tanks were damaged only one is used on temporary basis.

The transformer was destroyed.

There was short circuit at places due to accumulation of water during rain

5. Children home condition
A: Dormitories are well maintained and cleaned everyday.

The kitchen and fooding arena is cleaned everyday too.

6. Scope of improvement
A: A better stable fooding source and a funding is required to fortify the electricity source as well as the boundary structure as it's an all girls stay. Depends on private donor for basic food commodities. Rather than just art, music, dance they should also be taught about life sustainability once they reach the age to be independent like small jobs, sewing etc

7. Any medical emergencies during the cyclone
A: No
8. Power and resources (food & water) back up

A: still no current in his area, it’s been 11 days. Living on DG

The food source is good and stable right now

9. Scope of development to resist further cyclone damages

A: A strong foundation boundary with pillars in between stretches, strong glass panes in every room those replaced were also weak, installation of ground solar panels as the previous ones were totally destroyed.

** It well cleaned and hygienic, they have some good resources as in recreation and activities, the students are creative and well mannered. Academically also most of them have excelled this year.

** They have repaired the window panes on credit basis

** The main concern and funding they require from Asha foundation is for solar panels and fortifications with better boundaries as they have been destroyed which in total I assumed to be 10-15 lakhs INR and the rest costs they are ready to bear on local adjustments and donations.